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Biological systems use a variety of mechanisms to maintain their functions in the face of environ-
mental and genetic perturbations. Increasing evidence suggests that, among their roles as post-
transcriptional repressors of gene expression, microRNAs (miRNAs) help to confer robustness to
biological processes by reinforcing transcriptional programs and attenuating aberrant transcripts,
and they may in some network contexts help suppress random fluctuations in transcript copy
number. These activities have important consequences for normal development and physiology,
disease, and evolution. Here, we will discuss examples and principles of miRNAs that contribute
to robustness in animal systems.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are hairpin-derived RNAs �20–24 nucleo-

tides (nt) long, which posttranscriptionally repress the expres-

sion of target genes usually by binding to the 30 UTR of

messenger RNA (mRNA). As a class, miRNAs constitute about

1%–2% of genes in worms, flies, and mammals (Bartel, 2009).

Their regulatory potential is vast: more than 60% of protein-

coding genes are computationally predicted as targets based

on conserved base-pairing between the 30 UTR and the 50 region
of the miRNA, which is called the seed (Friedman et al., 2009).

Although many miRNAs and their target binding sites are deeply

conserved, which suggests important function, a typical miRNA-

target interaction produces only subtle reduction (<2-fold) in

protein level, and many miRNAs can be deleted without creating

any obvious phenotype. Early observations ofmiRNA expression

profiles revealed that miRNAs tend to be anticorrelated with

target gene expression in contiguous developmental stages or

tissues (Stark et al., 2005; Farh et al., 2005). Correspondingly,

a view emerged that miRNA evolved primarily to play the role

of a reinforcer, in that its activities cohere with transcriptional

patterns to sharpen developmental transitions and entrench

cellular identities. It is also possible that miRNAs buffer fluctua-

tions in gene expression and more faithfully signal outcomes in

the context of certain regulatory networks.

Robustness refers to a system’s ability to maintain its function

in spite of internal or external perturbations (Kitano, 2004). In

biology, such systems can be considered at several levels:

a biochemical pathway producing a steady output of a signaling

protein; a cluster of cells undergoing patterned differentiation; or

an animal surviving periods of food scarcity. Like sophisticated

man-made systems, these biological systems use controls

such as feedback loops and redundant components to carry

on reliably when conditions change or one component fails.

Such controls are especially relevant to the development and

physiology of multicellular organisms with complex body plans.
In these organisms, embryonic cells not only ‘‘choose’’ among

many different fates, but they alsomust ‘‘remember’’ their choice

to maintain their cell type identity in the adult. The involvement of

miRNAs in regulatory networks that provide developmental

robustness is indicated by recent experiments in a variety of

model organisms. It is also suggested by three general observa-

tions: (1) genes with tissue-specific expression have longer 30

UTRs with more miRNA-binding sites (Stark et al., 2005); (2)

miRNA expression increases and diversifies over the course of

embryonic development (Thomson et al., 2006), as 30 UTRs are

lengthened via alternative polyadenylation site choice (Ji et al.,

2009); and (3) the diversity of the miRNA repertoire in animal

genomes has increased with increasing organismal complexity

(Lee et al., 2007; Heimberg et al., 2008). In this Review, we

examine the current evidence for how miRNAs contribute to

the robustness of biological processes.

Coherent Regulation for Precise Developmental
Transitions
One of the earliest functions attributed to miRNAs was sharp-

ening developmental transitions by suppressing residual tran-

scripts that were specific to the previous stage. Global gene

expression analyses in fly, fish, and mouse have shown that

miRNAs and their targets often have mutually exclusive RNA

expression across tissues, especially in neighboring tissues

derived from common progenitors (Farh et al., 2005; Stark

et al., 2005; Sood et al., 2006; Tsang et al., 2007) (Figure 1).

This suggests that miRNAs can act to reinforce the transcrip-

tional gene expression program by repressing leaky transcripts.

Intriguingly, this anticorrelative pattern may apply not only to

transcription, but also to alternative splicing. Drosophila express

a cytoplasmic isoform of tropomyosin-1 in the gut, brain, and

epidermis, but not in muscle, and this isoform is targeted

by the muscle-specific miRNA miR-1. In contrast, the three
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Figure 1. Anticorrelated Expression of miRNAs and Targets in

Developmental Transitions
In the Drosophila embryo, neurectodermal progenitors express miR-124 as
they differentiate into neurons. Neuronal genes that are induced during this
transition tend not to have miR-124 sites, whereas genes expressed in
epidermal tissues that are also ectodermal derivatives are enriched formiR-124
sites (Stark et al., 2005). Thus, expression of miR-124 stabilizes the neuronal
transition. A reciprocal pattern holds for the ectoderm-specific miR-9a.

Figure 2. Network Motifs for Cell Fate Switches
(A) A coherent feedforward loop both directly and indirectly inhibits the cell-
cycle regulator E2F1 in granulopoiesis.
(B) Amutual negative feedback loop contributes to bistability betweenmyeloid
precursors and granulocytes.
(C) A positive feedback loop enforces lineage commitment of nematode
‘‘2 degrees’’ vulval cells.
muscle-expressed isoforms lack miR-1 sites, and this trend

is conserved across vertebrates (Stark et al., 2005). Thus,

a missplicing event that generated the cytoplasmic gut/brain/

epidermis isoform in muscle cells could be corrected by

miRNA-mediated repression.

More recently, sensitive gene expression profiling of cell types

in the zebrafish embryo revealed not so much a stark mutual

exclusion pattern but, rather, a tendency for anticorrelated but

still overlapping expression of miRNAs and targets (Shkumatava

et al., 2009). This suggests that miRNAs play a more prominent

role than only reinforcing the patterns dictated by transcriptional

regulation. In fact, a strongly transcribed, ubiquitously ex-

pressed actin transcript has its levels spatially sculpted by

muscle-specific miRNAs in zebrafish (Mishima et al., 2009).

Cell Fate Switches
A regulatory motif that generates anticorrelated expression,

commonly involving miRNAs, is the coherent feedforward loop

(FFL). In a coherent FFL, component A inhibits (or activates)

component C and activates (or inhibits, respectively) component

B, which is another repressor of component C. This architecture

can increase the fidelity of inhibition of the downstream compo-

nent by acting on it redundantly; that is, a transient loss of

component A can be compensated for by the lingering presence

of component B.

Along with positive and negative feedback loops, this motif

is often used in lineage commitment. For example, CCAAT

enhancer-binding protein alpha (C/EBPa) inhibits transcription

of the cell-cycle regulator E2F1 during granulopoiesis (Pulikkan

et al., 2010). C/EBPa also induces miR-223, which posttran-

scriptionally represses E2F1. As is often the case, this feedfor-

ward loop is interlocked with a feedback loop: E2F1 inhibits

production of miR-223 (Figure 2A).
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This example illustrates several principles of miRNA networks

in development. (1) In these loops, the miRNA often targets

a transcriptional regulator. (2) Combining feedforward with feed-

back motifs may allow cells to distinguish between transient

fluctuations (which should be counteracted) and permanent

changes (which should be enhanced or maintained). And (3)

there are often other networkmotifs involving a cell-type-specific

miRNA that redundantly reinforce the same cell fate decision, as

with the mutual negative feedback loop between miR-223 and

NFI-A in granulocytes (Fazi et al., 2005). Here, the transcription

factor NFI-A suppresses expression of the primary miR-223

transcript in undifferentiated myeloid precursors. Upon retinoic

acid-induced differentiation into granulocytes, miR-223 accu-

mulates and represses NFI-A, thereby helping to prevent a return

to the precursor state (Figure 2B). Mutual negative feedback

loops have been shown to underlie bistable genetic switches,

as demonstrated by a synthetic genetic toggle switch in E. coli,

which can be flipped by a transient cue but is robust to ordinary

fluctuations in gene expression (Gardner et al., 2000).

Developmental decisions can also be reinforced by positive

feedback loops, in which component A and component B

activate each other. For example, the ‘‘2 degrees’’ vulval

precursor cell fate is established in thewormwhen LIN12 directly

activates transcription of miR-61, which then represses vav-1,

a negative regulator of LIN12 activity (Yoo and Greenwald,

2005) (Figure 2C). In this case, the indirect link may build addi-

tional control into the lineage decision, as LIN12 expression

must be sustained enough for miR-61 to accumulate to suffi-

ciently repress the level of Vav-1 protein in order to allow for

adequate LIN12 activity.

Bistability is essential in development, but it can have an

adverse function when it is co-opted in cancer. For example,

the transcription factor ZEB1 induces the epithelial-to-mesen-

chymal transition, which is important for tissue remodeling



Figure 3. Positive Feedback Can Amplify Small Changes
A transient inflammatory cue induces stable malignant transformation through
an NF-kB/IL6 positive feedback network that is normally kept in check by let-7.
Diagram adapted from Iliopoulos et al. (2009).
during embryonic development. ZEB1 suppresses transcription

of miR-200 family members, and the miR-200 family strongly

represses ZEB1 (Bracken et al., 2008; Burk et al., 2008). In devel-

opment, this mutual negative feedback reinforces the mesen-

chymal cell fate decision. Within carcinomas, some tumor cells

lose miR-200 expression and switch to a mesenchymal state,

which promotes their ability to metastasize (Gibbons et al.,

2009).

Subtle Repression with Adaptive Impact
The effect of an individual miRNA on a target’s protein level tends

to be subtle, usually less than 2-fold (Baek et al., 2008). Most

loss-of-function mutations are recessive; thus, organisms are

commonly able to compensate for a 2-fold loss of gene expres-

sion. Such differences may even be within the range of random

variation in mRNA or protein level between different cells in

a genetically identical population or in a given cell at different

times. So how do miRNAs and target sites experience selective

pressure, and how do miRNAs accomplish any significant

regulation? For starters, there are miRNA-target interactions

that involve multiple sites for a given target and confer much

stronger repression, such as the interaction between the micro-

RNA let-7 and the oncogene HMGA2 (Mayr et al., 2007). More

often, different miRNAs work together to cotarget a given

mRNA, so their combined repressive effect greatly exceeds

the individual contributions. On average, there are more than

four highly conserved seed match sites per UTR considering

all miRNAs and many more sites when more weakly conserved

sequences are considered (Friedman et al., 2009). Though

multiple sites generally show independent additive effects,

they can show cooperative effects when in close proximity

(�10–40 nt apart) (Bartel, 2009). Multisite target reporters with

this type of spacing showed>10-fold repression by amoderately

expressed endogenous miRNA for a target expressed at low

mRNA level (Mukherji et al., 2011).

Nevertheless, a small change in the level of protein can some-

times have a large physiological effect, such as when a positive

feedback loop amplifies the change. Iliopoulos et al. (2009)

recently described a network of feedback loops that flips a switch

in cancer. Transient activation of Src or other triggers of NF-kB

induce stable transformation of a mammary epithelial cell line.

NF-kB transcriptionally activates IL6 and inhibits let-7 family

members by activating Lin-28B, which prompts destruction of

let-7 precursor RNAs (Figure 3). The ensuing drop in let-7 level

derepresses IL6, a direct let-7 target, and IL6 is further activated

by derepression of the let-7 target Ras. IL6 feeds back in both

an autocrine and paracrine fashion to activate NF-kB, which

further inhibits let-7, and it signals through STAT3 to promote

cell growth and motility. In normal tissue, a transient inflamma-

tory cue could signal through this pathway to induce cell

growth to repair damage, and the miRNA holds the positive

feedbacks in check. In cancer, in which let-7 is typically downre-

gulated (Kumar et al., 2008; Dong et al., 2010), the positive

feedbacks would go unchecked, and continuous, self-reinforc-

ing proliferation would result. In human tumors, the positive

feedback loop could be made even stronger by the presence

of oncogenic mutations such as v-Src or Ras-V12 (Iliopoulos

et al., 2009).
Another mechanism bywhich amiRNA can increase its impact

is by targeting a set of genes that are in a shared pathway or

protein complex. Linsley et al. (2007) provided the first experi-

mental demonstration of this principle, showing coordinate regu-

lation of the G0/G1-to-S cell-cycle transition by the miR-16 family

(Linsley et al., 2007). A statistical analysis of target predictions

crossed against functional annotations found such coordinated

repression to be prevalent in mammalian genomes (Tsang

et al., 2010). By reducing the concentration of several compo-

nents in a signaling cascade, a miRNA could create significant

reductions in signal output over time. On the other hand, by

repressing negative regulators in a pathway, a miRNA could

increase signal output. In T lymphocytes, miR-181 plays this

role by regulating multiple phosphatases downstream of the

T cell receptor, and its dynamic expression at different stages

of maturation tunes the sensitivity of the pathway to different

levels of antigen (Li et al., 2007). Concentrating effects within

functional modules is a common feature of robust systems

(Kitano, 2004).

Absent and Variable Phenotypes
In spite of the large numbers of target genes predicted to be

affected by miRNA loss of function, gene knockout experiments

for individual miRNAs have yielded many disappointing results.

In worms, most individual miRNA mutants show no gross

phenotype (Miska et al., 2007); the same is true for several of

the mouse knockouts generated to date, including miR-21,

miR-210, miR-214, miR-206, and miR-143 (E. Olson, personal

communication). A partial explanation for these results resides

in the functional redundancy of many miRNAs that share their

seed sequence with others. For example, the let-7 family

members miR-48, miR-84, and miR-241 operate redundantly

to control the L2-to-L3 larval transition in C. elegans (Abbott

et al., 2005). Additionally, manymiRNAs of different seed families

work together to cotarget a given gene or set of genes, providing

overlapping functions. To generate an observable impairment in

the animal, it might be necessary to delete all members of a seed

family and also nonseed family members that have a high degree

of cotargeting.

It is also possible that a mutant phenotype would only arise

upon acute miRNA deletion if, during development, miRNA
Cell 149, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 517



loss can be compensated at the level of gene expression or by

one cell type populating a niche to assist an impaired or under-

populated cell type within an organ or system such as the

immune system. Use of conditional knockouts or hypomorphs

could possibly reveal physiological phenotypes of miRNAs that

are not observed with germline nulls because of early lethality

or compensation processes. Along these lines, Smibert et al.

(2011) found synaptic transmission defects in photoreceptor

neurons of flies with hypomorphic alleles of miRNA core biogen-

esis genes pasha, drosha, and dcr-1. Even once an organ has

developed, miRNAs may be required for maintenance: Dicer

loss in the mouse thymic epithelium or the highly structured

retina leads to progressive degeneration of tissue architecture

(Papadopoulou et al., 2012; Damiani et al., 2008). However, there

are several contrary examples in which deletion of Dicer and loss

of all miRNAs in mature tissue do not appear to generate

a phenotype. Deletion of Dicer in the mouse olfactory system

had no apparent phenotype over periods of several months

(Choi et al., 2008), whereas the same deletion in developing

olfactory tissue led to severe neurogenesis defects.

Finally, a miRNA phenotype may appear only upon the appli-

cation of certain internal or external stresses. The most well-

characterized example of this mechanism is in the Drosophila

eye, in which miR-7 plays a role in the determination of sensory

organs (Li and Carthew, 2005). Loss of miR-7 had little observ-

able impact on the development of the sensory organs under

normal, uniform conditions, and expression of the proneural

transcription factor Atonal was also detected at wild-type

level (Li et al., 2009). But when an environmental perturbation

was added during larval development (i.e., fluctuating the

temperature between 31�C and 18�C roughly every 90 min),

the miR-7 mutant eyes showed abnormally low Atonal expres-

sion and abnormally high, irregular expression of the antineural

transcription factor Yan. Sensory organ precursor (SOP)

defects also appeared: some groups of antennal SOPs failed

to develop or developed with abnormal patterning; their cells

showed low Atonal levels. The ability of miR-7 to confer develop-

mental robustness against temperature perturbations likely

depends on its placement in a network of feedback and feedfor-

ward loops with Atonal and Yan (Li et al., 2009; Herranz and

Cohen, 2010).

In mice, deletion of the heart muscle-specific miRNA miR-208

has little phenotype under normal conditions but results in

a failure to induce cardiac remodeling upon stress (van Rooij

et al., 2007). When the mice were treated to induce pressure

overload or hypothyroidism, miR-208 activity was required in

the cardiomyocytes to upregulate bMHC by targeting the thyroid

receptor signaling pathway. The embryonic stem cell-specific

miR-290-295 cluster is not required for cell viability until DNA

damage stress, upon which it promotes cell survival (Zheng

et al., 2011). In worms sensitized by mutations in a variety of

regulatory pathways, 25 of 31 deletedmiRNAs revealed amutant

phenotype (Brenner et al., 2010); these same deletions in a wild-

type background did not produce a phenotype. These examples

show the utility of assessing animal systems not only under stan-

dard laboratory conditions, but also with treatments that mimic

the natural hardships and flaws that they might experience in

the wild.
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Some miRNA knockouts show phenotypes with incomplete

penetrance. For example, mice deleted for miR-290-295 show

partially penetrant embryonic lethality (Medeiros et al., 2011),

and flies lacking miR-9a display partially penetrant sensory

organ defects (Li et al., 2006). Such variation in phenotypic

severity may be attributable to fluctuations in target gene

expression occurring during a critical window of development

that the miRNA normally suppresses. Raj et al. (2010) demon-

strated how incomplete penetrance can be caused by stochastic

variation in gene expression combined with threshold effects.

Along the same lines, sporadic defects can appear within the

organs of an individual mutant animal. For example, flies with

miR-263a deleted exhibit random loss of mechanosensory

bristles because the miRNA is needed to prevent apoptosis in

sensory bristle progenitors during the patterning of the eye

(Hilgers et al., 2010).

miRNAs as Buffers
miRNAs have been said to act as ‘‘buffers’’ against variation

in gene expression. In what contexts is this true? One way

that changes in expression level can be counteracted is the

simple negative feedback loop, in which component A activates

component B and component B inhibits component A. Genome-

wide mapping of interactions between transcription factors and

miRNAs in C. elegans showed enrichment for such feedback

loops (Martinez et al., 2008). In mammals, methyl CpG-binding

protein 2 (MeCP2) acts through BDNF to induce the neuronal

miRNA miR-132, which then feeds back to repress MeCP2

(Klein et al., 2007) (Figure 4A). Homeostasis in the level of

MeCP2 expression is important, as over- or underexpression

of this regulator causes neurodevelopmental defects.

A less intuitive way of buffering was reported for the zebrafish

miR-430, which targets both the Nodal agonist squint and the

antagonist lefty. Although this motif does not provide a way to

counteract an increase in agonist concentration without also

knocking down the antagonist, it was observed that overexpres-

sion of either agonist or antagonist mRNA was tolerated in the

presence of miR-430, but not in its absence (Choi et al., 2007).

Similarly, miR-430 represses both the secreted ligand Sdf1a

and its sequestration receptor Cxcr7b, primordial germ cell

migration factors in the gonad. With this circuit, small reductions

in gene expression of either the ligand or its inhibitory receptor

were permitted without reducing the accuracy of cell migration

(Staton et al., 2011).

Random fluctuations in protein levels over time and between

clonally identical cells arise from several sources. Intrinsic noise

refers to variation arising from stochastic events, including

promoter binding, mRNA decay, translation, and protein degra-

dation (Raser and O’Shea, 2005). The degree to which a protein

level fluctuates around its mean may be influenced by the rates

at which transcription and translation occur. Transcription

occurs in stochastic bursts (Blake et al., 2006; Raj et al.,

2006), and higher transcription rates correlate with lower noise

(Paulsson, 2004). Translation events amplify the mRNA bursts

(Paulsson, 2004; Pedraza and van Oudenaarden, 2005), such

that noise increases linearly with the rate of translation (Ozbudak

et al., 2002). Thus, by transcribing a gene at a high rate (with

more frequent mRNA bursts) and simultaneously reducing its



Figure 4. miRNAs Can Reduce Noise in Gene Expression
(A) A negative feedback loop contributes to homeostasis for MeCP2 protein in
neurons.
(B) Posttranscriptional repression to attenuate transcriptional noise. Two
different transcription-translation strategies can generate the same mean
protein output—here, 20 molecules per cell per unit of time. Strong tran-
scription corresponds to more frequent mRNA bursts (black bars). Translation
amplifies mRNA bursts into protein bursts (purple bars) so a more consistent
protein output occurs when each mRNA produces fewer molecules of protein.
(C) Uncoupling of target protein output from mRNA input (left) by means of an
incoherent feed-forward loop (right) in which miRNA and target mRNA are
transcriptionally coinduced. Adapted from Bleris et al. (2011) data.
translation rate usingmiRNAs, cells should reduce fluctuations in

target protein number (Figure 4B). More precisely, because

translational repression typically accounts for only �20% of

miRNA-mediated repression (Guo et al., 2010), the dominant

effect is the reduction of a gene’s overall translation events by

reducing the lifetime of the target mRNA in the cytoplasm. In

agreement with this, Levine et al. (2007) reported lower variance

in the expression of targets of bacterial small noncoding regula-

tory RNAs (sRNAs), which induce target mRNA degradation.

Extrinsic noise refers to variation arising from differences such

as transcription factor or ribosome concentration or cell-cycle

stage. It has been proposed that extrinsic noise for a given

gene could be reduced by coregulated production of a miRNA

that targets the gene in a motif called an incoherent feedforward

loop (FFL) (Hornstein and Shomron, 2006) (Figure 4C). A tran-

sient increase in transcription factor activity would propagate

to an increase in target mRNA transcription but would be coun-

teracted by increased miRNA; a decrease in transcription factor

activity and target mRNA production would be accompanied
by posttranscriptional derepression of the target. Thus, protein

output could be largely uncoupled from fluctuations in transcrip-

tion factor concentration or activity. This noise reduction effect

was achieved in a computational model of an incoherent FFL

in two different scenarios: (1) the transcription factor transcribes

a given amount of target mRNA, and a miRNA knocks down

target expression by 40% (a typical amount), compared to no

miRNA involvement; and (2) the transcription factor transcribes

a higher level of target mRNA, and the miRNA represses protein

expression, compared to generating the same mean protein

output by combining weaker transcription with lack of miRNA

involvement (Osella et al., 2011). Recently, Bleris et al. (2011)

tested the incoherent FFL using synthetic reporters and an

intron-embedded synthetic miRNA in mammalian cells. In

contrast to a control reporter lacking the miRNA-binding site,

the incoherent FFL target’s protein output was largely insensitive

to the variation in mRNA input levels generated by transfection

with a range of plasmid DNA copy number (Figure 4C). We

observed the same result from a similar reporter system

(M.S.E. and P.A.S., unpublished data). There are a few natural

examples of such ‘‘pure’’ incoherent FFLs, in which an intron-

embeddedmiRNA targets its host gene, e.g., miR-26b produced

from the ctdsp2 pre-mRNA represses this REST cofactor gene

during neurogenesis (Dill et al., 2012).

There are some caveats to the expected buffering effect of the

incoherent FFL and the negative feedback loop. The change in

miRNA concentration and the repression mediated by the

miRNA must be rapid compared to the activity of the target

gene product; if the miRNA response is slow, then it will create

pulses and dips in target gene expression that return to the

mean level faster than in the absence of repression but only

slightly dampen the amplitude of the fluctuation. At the level of

phenotypic output, whether the noise dampening is relevant

depends on how the protein’s fluctuations propagate through

its network of interactions, and whether the fluctuations are

already smoothed out by virtue of the protein being long-lived,

or are otherwise corrected by regulated protein activity or local-

ization. It is also necessary to note that the incoherent FFL is

probably not acting in isolation from other regulatory events:

a target gene is likely regulated by more than just the transcrip-

tion factor that also induces the pri-miRNA; the miRNA is likely

regulated by more than just the transcription factor that also

induces the target gene; and the target gene may be repressed

by other miRNAs or other posttranscriptional regulators as well.

More sophisticated models will be needed to determine whether

noise reduction can occur in more complex conditions.

Why Use miRNAs?
miRNAs are surely not the only regulatory factors that contribute

to system robustness. Whole-genome bioinformatic analysis

of worm and fly reveal transcription factors enriched in feedfor-

ward loops as well (Gerstein et al., 2010; modENCODE Consor-

tium, 2010). Compared to transcriptional regulators, however,

miRNAs do have some distinguishing features that may make

them well suited in this role. As posttranscriptional regulators

acting in the cytoplasmic compartment, miRNAs can intervene

late in the pipeline of gene expression to counteract variation

from the upstream processes of transcription, splicing, and
Cell 149, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 519



nuclear export. They are able to regulate transcripts in special

compartments, such as maternally deposited transcripts in the

early embryo (Giraldez et al., 2006; Bushati et al., 2008) and

locally translated transcripts of dendrites far from the cell body

of neurons. They can also be present at high concentrations

(10,000s of molecules per cell) by virtue of being very stable

(e.g., the heart muscle-specific miR-208 has an in vivo half-life

of > 1 week) (van Rooij et al., 2007). This is consistent with theo-

retical constraints indicating the need for many more molecules

of a regulator to achieve a small reduction in the noise of a target

gene (Lestas et al., 2010). miRNA expression profiling from

progressive stages of T-lymphocyte development found that

the total number of miRNAs expressed per cell changed in

parallel with changes in total cellular RNA content, suggesting

that global miRNA levels are tuned to the translational capacity

of the cell (Neilson et al., 2007).

In terms of buffering gene expression noise, the simulations for

incoherent FFL regulation showed that using a transcriptional

repressor instead of a miRNA was not as effective in dampening

fluctuations in the output of the target protein (Osella et al., 2011).

For suppressing intrinsic noise, there are other posttranscrip-

tional repressive mechanisms besides miRNA targeting that

might reduce the impact of mRNA bursts. For example, AU-rich

elements reduce the lifetime of an mRNA, upstream open

reading frames and weak noncanonical Kozak sequences

reduce the efficiency of translation initiation (Calvo et al.,

2009), and rare codons and secondary structures slow transla-

tion elongation. Importantly though, these ubiquitously acting

cis-regulatory elements cannot provide the tunability that arises

from mixing different combinations of miRNA-binding sites with

different cell type-specific miRNA milieus.

miRNAs, Robustness, and Evolution
Although miRNAs may in some contexts act as buffers of gene

expression, there is, to date, only one well-characterized

example of a general mutation buffering agent. The chaperone

Hsp90 assists the folding of client proteins such that it can

compensate for point mutations in the protein-coding regions

of client genes (Rutherford and Lindquist, 1998). In doing so,

Hsp90 acts as a capacitor of phenotypic variation, storing

cryptic genetic variation until environmental stress temporarily

overwhelms Hsp90 and reveals the mutant proteins, allowing

them to affect phenotypes and become substrates for selection.

Do miRNAs potentiate cryptic genetic variation in the regulatory

elements of their target genes? The ability of the miRNA

to compensate for otherwise elevated target protein levels

could allow such mutations to accrue without selective penalty.

Analogous to Hsp90, transient and reversible loss of miRNA

activity due to stress (Leung et al., 2011) could unleash the

mutated gene products for exposure to natural selection. The

emergence of nonlethal mutations that give diverse phenotypes

is one requirement for evolvability, the generation of genetic

diversity that can be selected (Kitano, 2004). In this way, miRNAs

might contribute to evolvability.

On timescales of days to years, compromised miRNA activity

and enhanced evolvability could have important implications for

cancer. miRNAs are globally depleted in tumors relative to their

normal tissue counterparts (Lu et al., 2005), and tumor growth
520 Cell 149, April 27, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.
is accelerated in models of global miRNA depletion, such as

knockdown of components of the miRNA biogenesis pathway

(Kumar et al., 2007) or heterozygous deletion of Dicer (Kumar

et al., 2009). In addition, 30 UTRs are frequently shortened in

tumors via alternative polyadenylation site choice (Sandberg

et al., 2008;Mayr andBartel, 2009). The combined effect of these

trends should be widespread derepression of miRNA target

genes and also potentially unbuffering of gene expression, which

could increase the heterogeneity and plasticity of the tumor cell

population. A tumor may be analogous to a clonal population of

bacteria or yeast in which noise in the population adapts them to

unpredictably changing environmental conditions (Acar et al.,

2008; Ca�gatay et al., 2009). For cancer cells, these spatially

and temporally changing conditions could include increasingly

hypoxic tumor cores, new microenvironments for metastases,

or on-and-off chemotherapy regimens. The consequence of

their noise-driven adaptability would be that a fraction of the cells

persist through almost any condition.

At longer evolutionary timescales, miRNAs could have a role in

enhancing evolvability by the process of canalization. Canaliza-

tion refers to evolved robustness: a trait that is canalized pres-

ents itself consistently among different individuals of a species

in spite of environmental or genetic perturbations (Hornstein

and Shomron, 2006). miRNAs may contribute to canalization

by reducing random fluctuations in target gene expression,

stabilizing signaling decisions, and helping to produce distinct

developmental outcomes. In doing so, they should tighten the

linkage between genotype and phenotype, thereby increasing

the heritability of traits (Peterson et al., 2009). The more heritable

a trait is, the more efficiently selection can act on it.

Threshold Effects and Endogenous miRNA Competitors
Recently, it was shown that miRNA target genes have an mRNA

expression threshold below which the gene is efficiently

repressed and above which it can overwhelm the available

miRNA (Mukherji et al., 2011). The threshold level is determined

by the available miRNA concentration, whereas the steepness of

the transition is determined by the strength and number of

miRNA-binding sites in the target (Figure 5). For a miRNA

(miRNA-20 in HeLa cells) present at about 2,000 copies per

cell, a target gene with seven strong binding sites appears to

begin this transition at around 60 copies per cell of target

mRNA (Mukherji et al., 2011). Because mRNA degradation

(�5-fold) is the primary result of miRNA regulation in this system,

the target mRNA level per cell at the threshold is �10 copies per

cell. The threshold is due to titration of the miRNA available to

interact with mRNAs containing the seed region. Because the

cell contains hundreds, if not thousands, of different mRNAs

interacting with the same seed, summation of background and

the target mRNA accounts for the threshold. Different tissues

or a particular tissue under different conditions exhibit different

miRNA expression profiles and thus have different thresholds

for a given target gene.

This threshold effect could make a strong impact during

a developmental transition in which a miRNA is upregulated

and its pool of target genes are downregulated in the anticorre-

lated pattern, as described by Stark et al. (2005) and Farh et al.

(2005). At this point, the miRNA’s effective concentration and,



Figure 5. miRNA-Target Interaction Produces Nonlinear Target

Protein Output
Below a certain threshold of target mRNA production, the target is strongly
repressed (pink). Above the threshold, repression is weaker and the target can
exert competitive ‘‘sponge’’-like effects (blue). The position of the threshold
depends on miRNA concentration. Adapted from Mukherji et al. (2011) data.
therefore, its potency could greatly increase for a small number

of functionally important targets. On the other hand, the noise-

buffering function of incoherent feedforward loops could be

significantly compromised by crosstalk from other targets

outside of the loop if those targets are themselves highly ex-

pressed or drastically fluctuating (Osella et al., 2011).

For protein-coding targets it has been hypothesized that some

genes with conserved miRNA-binding sites act as bona fide

targets in one cell type or condition but as miRNA-sequestering

agents (‘‘pseudotargets’’) in other cell types or conditions (Seitz,

2009). Protein-coding genes that have miRNA-binding sites but

are knocked down without any functional consequence for their

own protein have also been classified as neutral targets (Bartel,

2009). It is not controversial that miRNAs partition among all

possible cytoplasmic target RNAs, including noncoding RNAs

that have binding sites. The more overall target sites available

in the transcriptome, the lower the effective concentration of

a miRNA; this dilution effect was shown quantitatively by Arvey

et al. (2010) and Garcia et al. (2011).

What is less evident is whether an RNA that contains miRNA-

binding sites has been selected to act as a miRNA target decoy

for the regulatory benefit of other genes. The effectiveness of

a potential decoy RNA must depend not only on how its expres-

sion compares to the miRNA’s abundance, but also on the

abundance of other target mRNAs in the cell. For example, the

median target abundance for conserved vertebrate miRNA fami-

lies is > 3,000 binding sites in the genome (Garcia et al., 2011),

which may correspond to thousands of competing binding sites

in the transcriptome of a typical cell. The kind of gene that could

exert meaningful effects by competing for miRNA is precisely

the kind that, over the course of evolution, has tended to avoid

taking on miRNA-binding sites: housekeeping genes and highly

expressed tissue-specific genes known as ‘‘antitargets’’ (Farh

et al., 2005).

Recently there have been reports of endogenous transcripts

that appear to act as natural miRNA decoys, called ‘‘competitive
endogenous RNAs’’ (ceRNAs) (Poliseno et al., 2010; Cesana

et al., 2011; Karreth et al., 2011; Sumazin et al., 2011; Tay

et al., 2011). The most direct primary evidence for ceRNAs

was the finding that the expression of a target of a particular

combination of miRNAs was further suppressed when another

such target gene in the cell was knocked down by siRNA.

These results suggest that there is a highly delicate balance

between the levels of miRNA seed families and their total

pool of target mRNAs. However, what is lacking from these

reports is a quantitative analysis of the molecules involved:

how many molecules per cell of ceRNAs are competing for

how many molecules of the miRNAs, against how many mole-

cules of other target mRNAs? For reference, artificial miRNA

target decoys or sponges that compete by binding to a miRNA

family through seed sequence execute their function when

expressed in the hundreds to thousands of copies per cell

(Ebert et al., 2007). Karreth et al. (2011) and Tay et al. (2011)

are able to observe miRNA inhibition when they use the format

of these synthetic miRNA sponges in experiments that overex-

press the 30 UTR of the purported ceRNA using transient

plasmid transfection and a strong viral promoter rather than

the endogenous ceRNA’s regulatory elements. But would a

deletion of the miRNA-binding sites from a ceRNA locus

generate the same effect? Though it is easy to see how large

target ensembles can influence miRNA potency, it remains

to be seen how modulation of individual ceRNA candidates

could be causing significant effects simply by a miRNA titration

mechanism.

Concluding Remarks
Multicellular organisms must manage the tasks of development

and physiology in unpredictable, changing environments and

with imperfect genetic and biochemical components. Random

noise in gene expression must be dampened or, as in the case

of some cell fate decisions, harnessed in a system control

network to designate one fate or another among neighboring

cells. Robustness goes beyond the job of keeping one state

the same in the face of perturbations. In development, it can

mean not sending a signal until the right time and then sending

it strongly and irreversibly. Although miRNAs act to confer accu-

racy and uniformity to developmental transitions, the loss of

a miRNA may result not in catastrophic defects but, rather, in

imprecise, variable phenotypes. If other feedback or back-up

mechanisms are in place, then the loss of robustness may only

be detected by applying additional perturbations. The addition

of miRNAs to metazoan genomes over time and the diversity

of miRNA repertoires among different tissues of developing

animals suggest that miRNAs are involved in reinforcing devel-

opmental decisions to make organismal complexity reliable

and heritable from one generation to the next.
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